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1. INTRODUCTION
A common problem concerning the study of spatially distributed
variables is the design of the network where variables will be sampled.
Different approaches have been proposed in the literature to focus on the
problem. One of the most extensively used is based on geostatistical techni-
ques in which spatial dependence is described by the variogram. Using this
approach, the optimal design of the network can be attained by minimising
the related estimation error variance. Considering measurements for quan-
tifying the global estimation error, the sum, or the maximum of estimation
variances can be used; see Cressie (1991, Sections 4.6.2 and 5.6.1). Other
functions based on the matrix of estimation variancecovariances, such as
the determinant, the trace, and the maximum eigenvalue, have also been
employed; see, for example, Mardia and Goodall (1993). Along the same
lines, depending on the specific sampling objectives, different formulations
of the network design problem have been considered by Bras and
Rodri guez-Iturbe (1976), Boga rdi, Ba rdossy, and Duckstein (1985),
Rouhani (1985), Rouhani and Fiering (1986), Aspie and Barnes (1990),
Andricevic and Foufoula-Georgiou (1991), Trujillo-Ventura and Ellis
(1991), and Journel (1994), among others. A random-field-focused
formulation can be found in Christakos (1992, Chap. 10) in terms of utility
or loss functions. A more natural approach is based on information theory,
using entropy as a measure of the uncertainty about the involved variables.
Different criteria following this point of view have been proposed in the
literature; see, for example, Caselton and Hussian (1980), Caselton and
Zidek (1984), Caselton, Kan, and Zidek (1991). The same methodology
has been used by Wu and Zidek (1992) and Guttorp, Le, Sampson, and
Zidek (1993) to analyze the problems of extending or reducing a pre-
existing network. Recently, Lee and Ellis (1997) have compared kriging
and entropy-based methods regarding the sampling network design
problem.
In general, the above-mentioned selection criteria correspond to the
case where the variable of interest is the observed variable. However, in
practice, the variable of interest often cannot be directly observed, but
information on it can be obtained by sampling a related variable. In this
case, the design problem consists of selecting the sampling locations that
provide the maximum information on the variable of interest in the observ-
able variable. In this context, assuming an underlying model for the
involved variables, Bueso, Angulo, and Alonso (1998) have proposed a
criterion based on entropy.
However, a predetermined structure cannot always be assumed to model
the behaviour of the variables. In this case, a unified treatment of model
estimation and sampling location selection is required. The newly
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developed stochastic complexity theory and the associated minimum
description length principle provide an information and coding theoretical
basis for approaching such a unified treatment. For details on the
stochastic complexity theory we refer the reader to Rissanen (1989, 1996)
and Qian and Ku nsch (1998). Computation of stochastic complexity
requires knowledge of the minus log-likelihood for the data evaluated at
the maximum-likelihood estimate, which is interpreted, in the context of
information and coding theory, as the length of the codes used to encode
the data for the given parameter value identifying the model. This com-
putation is not possible when only the incomplete data are available.
However, the expectation of the stochastic complexity conditional on the
incomplete data can be computed using the EM algorithm; see Dempster,
Laird, and Rubin (1977). Recently, Bueso, Qian, and Angulo (1999) intro-
duced a notion of expected stochastic complexity for the complete data
conditional on the observed data. Selection of the sampling locations can
then be based on the conditional expectation of the stochastic complexity.
Our aim in this paper is to focus on the problem of spatial sampling design
in an incomplete-data context using a new approach based on the
stochastic complexity theory and inspired by the heuristic idea of the EM
algorithm. In order to apply the proposed criteria to practical cases, we
have developed a computational procedure based on simulation and the
use of certain matrices related to the rate-of-convergence matrix of the EM
algorithm. A numerical example is presented to illustrate the methodology.
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES
Assume that the variable (random field) of interest X is not directly
observable, but that information on X can be fully or partly obtained by
sampling a variable (random field) Y related to X. Let us also consider that
Y is potentially observable on 6, and we are interested in knowledge of X
on a possibly different set 4. For practical purposes, we assume discrete
sampling and finite 6 and 4. Let S/6 be the subset, to be determined,
of the locations where Y is actually to be observed. Denote by X4 the
vector of the random variablesX(*i), for all *i #4, and denote byYS the vector
of sampled random variables Y(si), si # S, with density (or probability mass
in the discrete case) functions f (X4 | %) and g(YS | %, S) depending on a
p_1 parameter vector %. Denote by 3Xp and 3
Y
p, S the parameter sets on
which f ( } ) and g( } ) are respectively defined. The joint density of (X4 , YS)
is denoted by h(X4 , YS | %, S), where % #3p, SR p. Note that in general
3Xp and 3
Y
p, S are submanifolds of 3p, S , and 3p, S is a sub-manifold of
3p, 6 , as in the case where (X4 , YS) has a multivariate normal distribution
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and YS and X4 are correlated. A special case is 3Xp=3
Y
p, S=3p, S =
def 3p ,
which is true for the AR(1)_AR(1) state-space model considered in
Alonso, Angulo, and Bueso (1996), assuming _2= is known, where
%=(*, ;, _2')$. See also Section 6 below.
In this paper, we consider the general case of different 3Xp , 3
Y
p, S , and
3p, S . One problem then is that f (X4 | %) andor g(YS | %, S) may not
depend on certain components of parameter % if % is common to X4 and
YS . Thus, the Fisher information matrix and the related Hessian matrix
that we will subsequently use may be singular and then the logarithm of
their determinants does not exist. For this reason, we further assume that
the Fisher information matrix and the related Hessian matrix are positive
definite and are calculated by taking derivatives with respect to the related
components in %, which are implicitly clear for the situation considered.
The network design problem we will consider consists in selecting a
subset S/6 from a given class (S)P(6), where (S) stands for the con-
sideration of some possible restrictions required on the final network and
P(6) is the set of all possible subsets of 6. In this work we consider the
case where % is unknown and propose a stochastic complexity approach
to the problem. If % is known, we refer the reader to Bueso et al. (1998),
where an entropy-based approach is developed. Later we will see that
the stochastic complexity approach is approximately the same as the
entropy-based approach when % is known.
Stochastic complexity is a refined notion of code length that measures
the goodness of fit of a statistical model by its ability to capture the impor-
tant features of the data. It is formulated as the length of a certain optimal
instantaneously decipherable code that is used for describing the uncer-
tainty on the data relative to the employed model. The associated principle
of minimum description length (MDL) asserts that the smaller the
stochastic complexity relative to a model (or model class), the better the
model (or model class) for describing the data given. The use of coding for
describing data was probably first motivated by the need for secret com-
munications, as can be seen from the typical data-transmission procedure
given below.
In a data-transmission system, the data string is first encoded according
to a code book into a sequence of binary digits; this sequence is then trans-
mitted through a communication channel and is finally decoded according
to the same code book to recover the original data. An instantaneously
decipherable code (formally called a prefix code) will guarantee the data to
be uniquely recoverable after transmission. Clearly, the binary code for the
data should be as short as possible in order to achieve efficient transmis-
sion. Provided that the data are independently generated from a finite
discrete probability distribution P(W ), i.e., W has only the possible values
w1 , ..., wk , it is easy to see that a code book that assigns short codes for
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those wi's with high probabilities is on average or asymptotically most likely
to provide efficient coding of the data. (Note that the code of a data string
Wn=W1W2 } } }Wn is obtained by sequentially concatenating the codes for
all Wi 's without leaving any space between the adjacent ones.) This is what
is obtained in the well-known Shannon Source Coding Theorem, which
states that the shortest attainable prefix code for Wn can be constructed
based on the distribution P(W) with the code length &log P(Wn) (omitting
the decimal part). Knowing that a certain quantization of the sample space
is needed before encoding, one can also generalise the Shannon Source
Coding Theorem to continuous cases in a straightforward way. The shortest
attainable prefix code based on a given probability distribution can be con-
structed using Huffman's algorithm or the ShannonFanoElias coder
(Cover and Thomas, 1991). But we are only interested in the code-length
function for purposes of statistical modelling.
Note that the above optimal code cannot actually be produced if the
underlying distribution P for the data is not completely specified, say, P is
only known to be in a class M=[Pa , a #A]. To overcome this difficulty,
one can employ a two-step encoding scheme: the first step is to encode the
index parameter a in a prefix way; the second step is to give a prefix code
for the data based on the distribution Pa specified in the first step. The con-
catenation of the codes from the two steps is now a description for the data
as well as for the underlying distribution Pa . Since each part of the codes
is a prefix code, the combined code is still a prefix code and thus instan-
taneously decipherable.
Among all the possible two-step codes indexed by a #A, the one with
the shortest code length gives the most efficient description. Since it is not
possible to describe the data without including a code for the underlying
distribution, according to the Shannon Source Coding Theorem we may
approximately regard the shortest two-step code as the best attainable
description for the data relative to the model class M. We call the
associated shortest two-step code length the stochastic complexity of
the data relative to the model class M.
It is easy to see that, by the process of searching for the stochastic com-
plexity, one ends up with a model selection procedure. Since the code
length obtained in the second step is basically &log Pa , the stochastic
complexity approach for modelling data is equivalent to the maximum-
likelihood principle if the first-step encoding is a uniform one. Plainly,
stochastic complexity allows more flexibility in the first-step encoding, so it
can be regarded as a generalization of the maximum-likelihood principle.
In addition, stochastic complexities relative to different model classes can
be compared with each other to carry out a higher level of model (class)
selection, provided that the same encoding scheme is used for obtaining the
first-step code in all the two-step schemes involved. We refer the reader to
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Rissanen (1989, 1996) and references therein for more details on the
stochastic complexity theory.
Suppose we use stochastic complexity to express the uncertainty on X4
relative to the model class M=[ f (X4 | %), % #3Xp ]. The approximation of
the stochastic complexity,
SC(X4 |3Xp )=L1(% )&log f (X4 | % ), (1)




log |IX4(% )|+ :
p
i=1
log( |% i |+ |4|&14),
with the sampling Fisher information given by
IX4(%)=&
2 log f (X4 | %)
% %t
.
Here, |4| is the cardinality of 4. The parameter estimate % is the one at




[L1(%)&log f (X4 | %)].
The derivation of (1) is motivated by Rissanen (1983, 1996), who
showed the important role played by Fisher information in determining the
optimal quantization of the parameter space. The second term of (1) is the
optimal code length of X4 for a chosen parameter % . The term L1(%) is
called model complexity. It is obtained by encoding the parameter % to a
certain precision by the optimal quantization.
It is proved in Qian and Ku nsch (1998) that, under some conditions, the
difference between % and the maximum-likelihood estimate of % is almost
surely bounded by O( |4|&12). Therefore, we can replace % with the maxi-
mum-likelihood estimate of % in (1), making the computation and inference
much easier, and (1) is increased only by a length of order O(1). Without
any confusion we denote by % the maximum-likelihood estimate of % and
use (1) as the stochastic complexity of X4 relative to 3Xp .
For L1(% ) to be meaningful, we assume that IX4(%) is positive definite at
% and in a neighbourhood of it. If in a neighbourhood of % , lim |4| 1
|4| IX4(%)=IX (%), we can approximate IX4(% ) by |4| IX (% ) in (1) almost
surely with the positive definite limit defined by IX (%)=1|4| E[IX4(%)].
Note further that if the % i 's (i=1, ..., p) are bounded far from zero, the
last term in L1(% ) can be ignored if |4| is sufficiently large. This is because
typically |IX4(% )| is of order O( |4| ) and the last term in L1(% ) is of order
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O(1). However, if %i=0 for some i, the maximum-likelihood estimate
% i=O( |4|&12) almost surely under some conditions. Thus, the two terms
in L1(% ) are comparable in terms of the order of magnitude.
3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We now apply our stochastic complexity approach to the network design
by first providing an estimator for % and then using a certain resultant cost
function for sampling location selection.
Since X4 is not observable, it would be natural to replace the code
length involved in describing X4 with the expected code length. Suppose
there is some a priori information Bo , e.g., the values of Y on a set So that
does not relate in principle to our design problem. Our immediate objective
is to compute the minimum expected code length conditional on the prior
information Bo , which we will call the expected stochastic complexity.
Clearly this complexity is obtained by evaluating the expected code length
at some optimal value of %; we estimate this optimal value by using an EM
algorithm instead of the maximum-likelihood estimate, with Bo being
regarded as the observed data. In accordance with the discussion in the
section above, this estimate should differ very little from that minimising
the expected code length.
With the above consideration, we denote Z as the complete data, which
implies Z=(X4 , Bo , ...), where ... stands for the inclusion of those variables
whose information is the minimum required for providing the complete
data in each particular situation. Denote the probability density of Z
as q( } | %) with % #3Zp . Then the expected stochastic complexity for Z
conditional on Bo and relative to q( } ) is of the form
ESC(Z |3Zp , Bo)=L2(% )&E%[log q(Z | %) | Bo]|%=% . (2)
Using similar arguments for deriving L1(%) as in Qian and Ku nsch




log |IZ, Bo(% )|+ :
p
i=1
log( |% i |+card(Z)&14),
where
IZ, Bo(%)=&
2E'[log q(Z | %) | Bo]
% %t }'=% .
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As noted above, we consider % to be the value for the parameter obtained
from the EM algorithm. Subsequently, we use % to estimate %. A justification
of this definition is given in Bueso et al. (1999).
The use of q(Z | Bo , %) instead of q(Z | %) in (2) and IZ, Bo might be con-
sidered. The reasoning is that, when there is some prior information Bo , we
can calculate the conditional density q(Z | Bo , %); thus the code length for
uncertainty on Z given the model characterized by the parameter % would
be &log q(Z | Bo , %). However, this quantity represents the code length for
the remaining uncertainty on Z after removing the one corresponding to
Bo . This justifies the expected stochastic complexity for Z conditional on
Bo and relative to q( } ) defined by (2). Another consequence of using
q(Z | Bo , %) instead of q(Z | %) is that the parameter estimate cannot be
computed from an EM algorithm.
Next we formulate a stochastic-complexity-based criterion for designing
an optimal network.
Since information on X4 is obtained by sampling YS , with S to be deter-
mined, we require the uncertainty of X4 remaining after removing that of
YS and of the prior information Ao to be as small as possible. Here Ao
refers to certain prior information at the network design stage, different
from Bo . In terms of description length, we can measure this remaining
uncertainty, defining the conditional stochastic complexity for X4 given YS
and Ao as
CSC(X4 |3p, S , YS , Ao)=L3(% , YS)&log k(X4 |YS , Ao , % ). (3)
Here we define
IX4 |YS(%)=&






log |IX4 |YS(% )|+ :
p
i=1
log( |% i |+|4|&14).
Note that k( } ) in (3) is the conditional density of X4 given (YS , Ao). As
neither X4 nor YS is known, we can calculate the expectation of (3) relative
to the distribution of the unobserved part of (X4 , YS) conditional on the
prior information Ao ,
ECSCAo(X4 |3p, S , YS)=E% [L3(% , YS)&log k(X4 |YS , Ao , % ) |Ao]. (4)
Thus, we propose to select a design S (Ao) such that (4) is minimised, i.e.,
S (Ao)=arg min
(S)
ECSCAo(X4 |3p, S , YS). (5)
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Based on the consideration that, although X4 and YS are not observed
at the network design stage, YS can potentially be observed, we can define,
as an alternative to (3),
CSC$(X4 |3p, S , YS , Ao)=L$3(% , YS)&E% [log k(X4 |YS , Ao , % ) |YS , Ao],
(6)





log | I$X4 |YS(% )|+ :
p
i=1
log( |% i |+ |4|&14),
where
I$X4 |YS(%)=&
2E'[log k(X4 |YS , Ao , %) |YS , Ao]
% %t }'=% .
Expression (6) can be interpreted as an ideal conditional expected code
length, which we will call the conditional expected stochastic complexity
for X4 given (YS , Ao). Consequently, the expectation of (6) relative to the
conditional distribution of the unobserved part of YS given Ao is
ECSC$Ao(X4 |3p, S , YS)
=E% [L$3(% , YS)&E% [log k(X4 |YS , Ao , % ) |YS , Ao] |Ao]
=E% [L$3(% , YS) |Ao]&E% [log k(X4 |YS , Ao , % ) |Ao]. (7)
As before, we propose selecting the design S (Ao) such that
S (Ao)=arg min
(S)
ECSC$Ao(X4 |3p, S , YS). (8)
The criteria proposed here generalize the criterion based on entropy in
the following sense. If the value of parameter % is known, the model com-
plexity is 1 since only a code of length 1 is needed to encode the parameter.




where HAo(X4 |YS)=&E% [log k(X4 |YS , Ao , % ) |Ao]. In the particular
case where Ao=<, criterion (9) is equivalent to the criterion proposed by
Bueso et al. (1998).
Note that the estimation of % and the selection of S in our framework are
based on two different cost functions: the estimate of % is that which mini-
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mises the (expected) code length of the complete data Z conditional on the
prior information Bo , while the selection of S is that which minimises
the (expected) uncertainty of X4 given YS and Ao .
4. REDESIGNING A PRE-EXISTING NETWORK
The formulation on network design presented in the last section is
general. It can be applied to extending or reducing a pre-existing network,
where we only need to properly define the admissible class (S), with Ao
being, as before, the available information (for example, observations of Y
from the pre-existing or a different network). Both problems are formulated
by adapting the above-introduced approach.
4.1. Extending a Network
According to (5), new sites, denoted by set S e from a known class (Se),
will be added to a given network S such that
S e(Ao)=arg min
(Se)
ECSCAo(X4 |3p, S_Se , YS_Se). (10)
The estimate of unknown % used here is still that computed by using an
EM algorithm with the complete data Z. For simplicity, here we assume
that YS is not observed, since otherwise we could always move the observed
part of YS to Ao and reformulate the problem of extending a pre-existing
network.
An alternative to (10) can be obtained by applying (8).
4.2. Reducing a Network
Basically, there are two situations for this case, depending on whether YS
is observed or not. When YS has not been observed, again according to
(5), the criterion for removing a set of sites S r/(Sr) from S will be
S r(Ao)=arg min
(Sr)
ECSCAo(X4 |3p, S&Sr , YS&Sr). (11)
As before, an alternative based on (8) can also be obtained.
However, if YS has been observed before reducing the network, the
expectation operator in (4) should be changed to base it on the distribution
of (X4 , YS&Sr) given Ado , with A
d
o=Ao &YS&Sr . Therefore, all the related
terms need to be computed differently to meet this change. For the alter-
native based on (8), similar changes should also be made. (The details are
omitted).
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5. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
In this section we propose a procedure for applying the above-for-
mulated criteria, based on the supplemented EM algorithms introduced by
Meng and Rubin (1991). First, we consider the selection criterion based on
(4). Suppose that Bo consists of the values of Y in a set So and, for
simplicity, assume Ao=<. In this case, Eq. (4) can be written as
ECSC<(X4 |3p, S , YS)=E% [L3(% , YS)]+H(X4 |YS), (12)
where % is the estimated value for the parameter obtained from the sample
information Bo using the EM algorithm. Typically, the second term in the
above expression can be readily computed. However, the first term is more
difficult to determine explicitly, and we propose to compute it by using
simulation.
First, note that the matrix IX4 |YS(% ) involved in (12) can be expressed in
terms of the observed information matrix Io(% |YS), defined as
Io(% |YS)=&
2 log g(YS | %, S)
% %t
,
and the complete information matrix Io(% |X4 , YS), defined as
Io(% |X4 , YS)=&




IX4 |YS(%)=Io(% |X4 , YS)&Io(% |YS).
The observed information matrix Io(% |YS) is difficult to evaluate directly.
Using the results in Little and Rubin (1987), Meng and Rubin (1991), and
van Dyk, Meng, and Rubin (1994), the observed information matrix can
be expressed as
Io(% |YS)=(I&DMEM(% )) Ioc ,
where DMEM is the rate-of-convergence matrix for the EM algorithm and
Ioc is the conditional expectation of the Fisher information matrix of the
complete data given the observed data, expressed as
Ioc=E%[Io(% |X4 , YS) |YS]| %=% .
Under some regularity conditions, Ioc=&D20Q(% | %$)| %=%$=% , where
Q(% | %$)=E%$[log h(X4 , YS | %, S) |YS]
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is the function to be maximized in the EM algorithm and D20=2% %t.
Therefore, the procedure we propose consists of the following steps:
1. Consider % as the true value for the parameter and generate M
independent realizations of the random vector (X4 , YS):
(x i4 , y
i
S), i=1, ..., M.
2. For each realization i, compute I iX4 |YS(%
i)=Io(% i | x i4 , y
i
S)&
Io(% i | y iS), where %
i is the value for the parameter obtained from the data
yiS using the EM algorithm.
3. Compute L3(% i, y iS), for i=1, ..., M, and approximate the value of
E% [L3(% , YS)] using the average of these values.
For the criterion based on Eq. (7), written as
ECSC$<(X4 |3p, S , YS)=E% [L$3(% , YS)]+H(X4 |YS), (13)
the matrix I$X4 |YS(% ) involved can be expressed as
I$X4 |YS(% )=&D
20Q(% | %$)|%=%$=% &Io(% |YS).
As before, under some conditions,
I$X4 |YS(% )=&DM
EM(% ) D20Q(% | %$)|%=%$=% .
The rate-of-convergence matrix for the EM algorithm is computed using
the supplemented EM algorithms.
6. EXAMPLE
To illustrate the above procedure, a simulation study has been per-
formed for the case of an AR(1)_AR(1) process (Martin, 1979) with errors
in observations. This type of lattice process was considered by Alonso et al.
(1996), who studied the problem of maximum-likelihood estimation and
smoothing from incomplete data. The methodology adopted in that paper
is based on an application of the EM algorithm on a state-space-model
framework. In the case we present here, the same methodology has been
used to estimate the unknown parameters involved in the model.
Suppose that the process of interest X has an AR(1)_AR(1) structure
and the sample information is given by observations of a variable Y, related
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to X, on the mesh R=[(i, j); i=1, ..., m; j=1, ..., n], by the observation
equation
Yij=Xij+=ij , (i, j) #R,
where =ij^N(0, _2= ).
The formulation of the state equation for the values of X on the mesh R
is given by the expressions
Xij=*Xi&1, j+;Xi, j&1&*;Xi&1, j&1+'ij ,
Xi1=*Xi&1, 1+'~ i1 ,





(1&*2)(1&;2)+ , '~ i1^N \0,
_2'
1&;2+ ,




'ij^N(0, _2'), i=2, ..., m; j=2, ..., n.
All the inputs =ij , 'ij , '~ i1 , '~ 1j , and '~ 11 are assumed to be jointly independent.
In this case we consider the complete data to be given by
Z=(Xij , (i, j) #R, Yij , (i, j) # S), where S represents the set of sampled
locations. The parameter vector is %=(*, ;, _2' , _
2
= )$. We illustrate the
proposed method for the particular case where _2' and _
2
= are fixed and ;
is equal to *, with * being the only unknown parameter.
Here we assume that A0=<. To apply the two selection criteria
proposed in (5) and (8), we need to evaluate expressions (12) and (13) for
each possible configuration of the network. As discussed in the previous
section, to compute the first term of (12) and (13) we use a procedure
based on simulation and on the evaluation of some matrices related to the
rate of convergence of the EM algorithm. The second term is explicitly







log |7X4 |YS | , S/R,
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where 7X4 |YS is the conditional covariance matrix of X4 given YS , which
can be computed easily from the model formulation.
Assume that m=7, n=28, _2'=1, and _
2
==0.2 and that the maximum-
likelihood estimate for * given by the EM algorithm is * =0.7. For
simplicity, assume further that the original network, S/R, consists of 191
locations and that we are interested in adding one new site to be selected
from 5 candidate sites. The region of interest for the variable X is con-
sidered to be equal to set R. Applying the above procedure to compute
E* [L3(* , YS_ [si])] and E* [L$3(* , YS_ [si])] depending on the criterion
considered, for each possible site si to be included in the network 500
independent realizations of the random vector (X4 , YS_ [si]) are performed.
The rate-of-convergence matrix of the EM algorithm needed for the com-
putation of the information matrices is calculated using the supplemented
TABLE I
Values of Entropy and Conditional Stochastic Complexity
si H E* [L3] ECSC
< E* [L$3] ECSC$
<
Case (a) (2, 7) 94.8326 2.4556 97.2882 2.4727 97.3053
(4, 3) 94.7622 2.4486 97.2108 2.4641 97.2263
(5, 1) 94.7072 2.4410 97.1482 2.4627 97.1699
(5, 3) 94.7598 2.4480 97.2078 2.4631 97.2229
(6, 6) 94.8326 2.4517 97.2843 2.4645 97.2971
Case (b) (2, 3) 94.7072 2.4428 97.1500 2.4607 97.1679
(2, 7) 94.7101 2.4571 97.1672 2.4670 97.1771
(4, 3) 94.6371 2.4520 97.0891 2.4686 97.1057
(5, 3) 94.6389 2.4489 97.0878 2.4674 97.1063
(6, 6) 94.7101 2.4503 97.1604 2.4633 97.1734
Case (c) (3, 13) 94.6305 2.4477 97.0782 2.4554 97.0859
(3, 24) 94.6300 2.4628 97.0928 2.4723 97.1023
(4, 10) 94.6307 2.4487 97.0794 2.4642 97.0949
(5, 23) 94.6300 2.4377 97.0677 2.4630 97.0930
(6, 13) 94.6272 2.4478 97.0750 2.4670 97.0942
Case (d) (1, 2) 94.7554 2.4516 97.2070 2.4675 97.2229
(3, 11) 94.8831 2.4523 97.3354 2.4696 97.3527
(4, 20) 94.8832 2.4620 97.3452 2.4740 97.3572
(6, 15) 94.8797 2.4520 97.3317 2.4685 97.3482
(7, 10) 94.7576 2.4622 97.2198 2.4735 97.2311
Case (e) (1, 2) 94.7588 2.4528 97.2116 2.4706 97.2295
(2 18) 94.8832 2.4521 97.3353 2.4686 97.3518
(4, 15) 94.8867 2.4603 97.3470 2.4760 97.3627
(5, 27) 94.8831 2.4620 97.3451 2.4706 97.3537
(7, 8) 94.7611 2.4546 97.2157 2.4728 97.2339
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FIG. 1. Selected location among the candidate sites (Cases ae) under criterion (5).
EM algorithm and the method provided by Alonso, Angulo, and Bueso
(1997). The results corresponding to the values of H(X4 |YS_[si]),
ECSC<(X4 |YS_ [si]), and ECSC$
<(X4 |YS_ [si]), obtained for the studied
cases, are shown in Table I.
From the results listed in the table, one can see that the stochastic
complexity criteria (5) and (8) and the entropy-based criterion (9) select dif-
ferent new sites in cases (b) and (c), while in the other three cases the three
criteria select the same new site.
The locations of the candidate sites and of the new site to be selected for
the studied cases are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, corresponding to criteria (5)
and (8), respectively.
FIG. 2. Selected location among the candidate sites (Cases ae) under criterion (8).
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7. FINAL COMMENTS
In this paper, we have studied a new procedure based on stochastic com-
plexity and the EM algorithm for the spatial sampling design problem. We
assume a situation, which commonly arises in real applications, where the
variable of interest cannot be directly observed and where the parameters
identifying the underlying model are not known. It is shown that the
parameter estimates can be obtained by minimising the expected stochastic
complexity given a priori information B0 , which is found to be the condi-
tional maximum-likelihood estimate computed from the EM algorithm.
The sampling design is the one that minimises the expected conditional
stochastic complexity. The theoretical interpretation for the information
and coding and the associated minimum description length principle justify
using stochastic complexity, while the use of the EM algorithm has over-
come the computational difficulties involved. In this aspect, the authors
intend to investigate new ways to improve the computational efficiency of
the method.
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